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With the increase in "smart" devices that connect to the internet, it is important to study 
how individuals perceive characteristics of innovations and how those perceptions relate 
to adoption behavior. This paper explores how attributes delineated by the diffusion of 
innovations (DOI) model (relative advantage, compatibility, visibility, trialability) and 
technology acceptance models (TAMs; perceived usefulness, ease of use) correlate with 
one's interest in using an internet-connected device. Eligible survey responses were 
collected from 116 participants which evaluated individual perceptions of new 
technology. Subsequently, quantitative analysis explored the relationship between 
individuals' technology perceptions and purchasing intentions. The current research 
extends pre-existing models by finding that social influence and device customizability 
play key roles in one's intent to purchase. Research incorporating these factors into the 
diffusion of innovations model and technology acceptance models will not only improve 
the design process for future devices but also will influence the objectives of current 
technology marketing efforts. 
 Keywords: digital technology, adoption, marketing, diffusion of innovations, 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
A fridge has been discovered sending out spam after a web attack managed to 
compromise smart gadgets.... The fridge was one of more than 100,000 devices 
used to take part in the spam campaign.... The malware managed to get itself 
installed on... smart devices such as kitchen appliances..., home media systems..., 
and web-connected televisions.... (Clarke, 2014) 
BBC released this news story in 2014 about "smart" home appliances and how decreased 
security protections have allowed individuals to hack into the systems of connected 
devices and create havoc. Gartner (Hung, 2017) predicted that there will be 20 billion 
"connected" Internet of Things (IoT) devices by 2020. Internet of Things (IoT) devices 
are inherently designed to connect to the internet and represent just one type of digital 
technology. Forbes has predicted a 17% growth in software development jobs from 2014 
to 2024, "'much faster' than the average growth rate among other professions," which 
means that these devices will both be created and hacked more often in the upcoming 
years (Mazaika, 2017, para. 7). 
 Recent consumer developments in Internet of Things devices include products 
ranging from wearables, to cars, to home appliances. In 2017, a "smart" refrigerator was 
named Best Smart Appliance (PC Mag Staff, 2017; CES, 2018). The "smart" refrigerator 
has the capability to take photographs of your food to view on your smartphone and can 
connect to your "smart" devices at home to make grocery lists or play music (PC Mag 
Staff, 2017). 
 Our personal information is becoming increasingly available because of our 
interaction with these devices. Business leaders sometimes view digital technology 
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products, such as these, as solutions for "the myriad [of information technology] and 
business problems that their organizations [face]" (Hung, 2017, p. 6-7). Some 
organizations message business teams through Slack, colleagues ride to work using Uber, 
and employees order lunch through Foodler and then pay with Apple Pay. Outside of 
work, individuals "wake up to an alarm set on Amazon Alexa" and watch Netflix "on 
demand before heading to bed" (Mazaika, 2017, para. 2). Despite the ubiquity of digital 
devices and the dependence that our society has on technology, some individuals still 
remain skeptical about the use and acceptance of new, "smart" digital technologies that 
connect to the internet. It is worth considering the specifics regarding how and why 
individuals might have reservations about new technologies, so that future innovations 
can cater to the concerns and advantages that consumers see in technology. 
 Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical and empirical evidence surrounding public 
opinion toward technology, the diffusion of innovations model, technology acceptance 
models, and social network theory. In researching these topics, I have developed two 
research questions and a set of hypotheses that further examine the process of technology 
adoption. Additionally, in Chapter 3, I describe the survey method with which I 
conducted my research. I present information on the participants in this study and 
describe my process of scale development. Chapter 4 explains the results of my data 
collection. While knowledge, social influence, and the technology attributes of 
compatibility, visibility, trialability, relative advantage/ perceived usefulness, ease of use, 
and customizability appear to be significantly correlated with one's intent to purchase, a 
linear regression model shows that social influence, relative advantage/ perceived 
usefulness, and customizability are significant predictors of one's decision. In Chapter 5, I 
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discuss how these results align with and elaborate on past research, in addition to 
mentioning limitations of this study regarding the participant population and survey 
design. I also suggest that future research continues to evaluate the adoption of "smart" 
technology and that future studies incorporate individuals' perceptions of privacy 




Chapter Two: Review of Literature 
 
 In this chapter, I define the key terms that are relevant to my research and discuss 
theoretical and empirical evidence surrounding technology adoption. I include 
information about public opinion toward technology and then describe theories such as 
the diffusion of innovations model, variations on technology acceptance models, and how 
social network theory might influence decisions surrounding technology adoption. With 
this research, I intend to expand upon existing models that seek to explain the reasons 
behind adoption of technology innovations. 
Public Opinion towards New Technology 
 The Pew Research Center published a report in October 2017 that evaluated how 
Americans view the role of digital technology in the future (Smith & Anderson, 2017). In 
general, respondents expressed greater concern than enthusiasm regarding a future with 
new technologies such as driverless vehicles (Smith & Anderson, 2017). Individuals 
seem hesitant to use various automation technologies themselves (i.e. "56% of 
individuals would not want to "ride in a driverless vehicle," Smith & Anderson, 2017, p. 
4). Regarding new driving technologies, 94% of respondents had heard about the 
development of driverless vehicles, yet only 22% of those individuals had heard mostly 
positive things about their development (Smith & Anderson, 2017). 
 Additionally, past research shows that one's level of knowledge about technology 
is related to one's interest in technology. Widavsky and Dake (1990) found that the more 
knowledge an individual has "(based on information given to participants) is inversely 
related to fear of a technology" (Widavsky & Dake, 1990, p. 54). The authors add that it 
is not necessarily a higher level of "knowledge per se, but confidence... and credibility of 
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[the] information that someone holds" (Widavsky & Dave, 1990, p. 54). To explore how 
one's level of technology knowledge might relate to one's interest in purchasing a specific 
technology, I propose the following two research questions. 
RQ1: How does one's level of knowledge about technology, in general, correlate 
with one's interest in purchasing a specific new technology? 
RQ2: How does one's level of knowledge about a specific technology correlate 
with one's interest in purchasing a specific new technology?  
Diffusion of innovations (DOI) model 
 The diffusion of innovations model explains how a new idea or technology is 
"communicated through certain channels over time among... a social system" (Rogers, 
2003, p. 5).  Diffusion is the process by which all things (ideas, products, people, etc.) 
spread over time and, therefore, this model is inherent to all processes involving the 
spread of digital technology (Rice, 2009; Rogers, 1962). Rogers defines an innovation as 
"an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or another unit of 
adoption" (Rogers, 2003, p. 36). In most circumstances, an experience with uncertainty 
spurs information gathering which leads to learning about and adopting an innovation. 
Some individuals know about and understand technologies yet choose not to adopt them 
for a variety of other reasons (Rogers, 2003). 
 "New technologies" are often used synonymously with "innovations" within the 
DOI model (Rogers, 2003, p. 13). Technology innovations often have both a hardware 
and a software component, but also can constitute just one or the other. Hardware relates 
to the physical object, while software relates to a thought or process by which the 
physical object runs. While it is possible to have only a software component, the 
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diffusion of software is more difficult to observe. Also, digital technology is not the only 
type of technology with hardware and software. For example, public health campaigns 
that encourage a new behavior, such as the use of condoms to prevent the spread of HIV, 
could be considered a software innovation This would not be as observable as a hardware 
innovation unless it was coupled with a visible indication of software use, such as the 
wearing of a pin to symbolize that one practices safe intercourse (Rogers, 2003). 
 The coupling of two innovations (i.e., a software innovation and a hardware 
innovation), referred to as a technology cluster, often results in more rapid diffusion since 
the hardware component is often more observable than the software component (Rogers, 
2003). In some circumstances, two software or two hardware technologies can also 
constitute a technology cluster. Greater compatibility of the technology cluster, which 
occurs when a technology better fits the needs of the consumer, contributes to a higher 
rate of innovation adoption (Rogers, 2003). Rogers (2003) noted how invention of the 
mobile phone, for example, was a technology cluster (comprised of both a physical 
device and a telecommunication system) that skyrocketed after its debut to American 
consumers in 1983. Despite the novelty of mobile phone devices, the software within the 
phone contributed to the public's continued interest and excitement, which further 
encouraged mobile phone adoption (Rogers, 2003).  
 Innovation attributes. Often, over half of the variance for innovation adoption is 
due to five distinct attributes of how an individual perceives an innovation: relative 
advantage, compatibility, complexity, observability, and trialability (Rogers, 2003). It is 
important to emphasize that, despite the inherent characteristics of an innovation, it is an 
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individual's perception of these attributes that affects whether or not that individual 
chooses to adopt that innovation. 
 Generally, relative advantage refers to the positive attributes that a novel 
innovation has compared to previous innovations. It is one of the more common attributes 
measured, as it often acts as a broad category consisting of more specific attributes such 
as how an innovation contributes to economic or status advantage (Rogers, 2003; 
Tornatzky & Klein, 1992). Status advantage is the perception that there are social 
benefits resulting from one's adoption of an innovation. The fashion industry, for 
example, thrives on providing innovations in clothing that increase one's perception of 
him or herself in a social system. Without the assumption that a clothing item will 
contribute to an individual's social success, it is unlikely that clothing companies would 
be incentivized to develop new lines of clothing or that customers would continue to buy 
new clothes.  
 Compatibility refers to how well an innovation fits with an individual's 
sociocultural values and lifestyle (Rogers, 2003). As previously mentioned, the greater 
compatibility that an innovation or technology cluster has with one's lifestyle, the more 
quickly it will be adopted. Boiling water to prevent infectious disease, for example, is a 
software innovation in Peru that quickly proved to not be compatible with the Peruvian 
lifestyle. This innovation was contrary to sociocultural values since the heating of water 
conflicted with superstitions behind drinking water that had been boiled. While not 
physically difficult, the boiling of water was shunned by 95% of individuals in a two-year 
campaign where sociocultural superstitions were not addressed (Rogers, 2003). If the 
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compatibility of this practice with this Peruvian lifestyle had been elucidated prior to the 
campaign, perhaps additional measures could have facilitated campaign success. 
 Other innovations, on the other hand, are difficult to undertake, which might 
further prevent diffusion. Thus, the complexity of an innovation is another factor that 
affects diffusion rates. If a product is difficult to understand and use, it will be adopted 
more slowly than a product that is intuitive and perceived as helpful (Rogers, 2003). For 
example, personal computers, owned by more than 70% of Americans in 2015, were 
originally adopted by individuals who enjoyed "technological gadgets..., had extensive 
experience with mainframe and/ or minicomputers" and who did not view the new 
technology as complex (Anderson, 2015; Roger, 2003, p. 243). Technology acceptance 
models, similarly, focus on understanding an individual's interaction with an innovation's 
complexity, which is identified as understanding an innovation's ease of use (Davis, 
1989). 
 Observability measures how well an innovation's adoption and implementation 
are "visible to others" (Rogers, 2003, p. 244). Software technologies, for instance, are not 
always observable. As explained above with the example of mobile devices, the use of 
network technology is observed by the hardware that accompanies it, such as the mobile 
phone itself, rather than through discussion or observance of the network technology. 
Greater observability leads to greater levels of adoption since individuals inherently make 
decisions about innovations that they encounter and whether or not they want to 
incorporate them into their own lives (Rogers, 2003). Since software is not inherently 
tangible, software components are often promoted by being offered for specific hardware; 
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the purchase of a given hardware will, subsequently, encourage adoption of and trace the 
adoptability of, new software (Rogers, 2003).  
 Additionally, trialability explains the extent that an innovation can be 
"experimented with on a limited basis" (Rogers, 2003, p. 258). This can reduce 
uncertainty about an innovation and allow potential users to better understand subjective 
attributes, such as complexity, that might influence their decision to adopt a given 
innovation. During trials, re-invention of an innovation provides for an innovation to be 
"[customized]...more closely to [an] individual's conditions" (Rogers, 2003, p. 258). Re-
invention is the modification to either the functionality or aesthetics of an innovation. 
When the re-invention is congruent and beneficial to an adopter's situation, it will often 
lead not only to a greater rate of adoption, but also to a greater likelihood of innovation 
sustainability (Rogers, 2003). After the original invention of the mobile phone, users 
became dissatisfied with the phone's indistinguishability from other mobile phones 
(Rogers, 2003). Options of customizability, such as color choice and decorative design 
elements, were soon introduced and encouraged not only individuality, but also 
subsequent innovation adoption by a wider range of consumers outside of the business 
sector (Rogers, 2003). 
 Adoption groups. Technologies are adopted at different stages by groups of 
people that hold different perceptions of new technologies and who have been 
categorized into five ideal groups within this model: innovators, early adopters, early 
majority, late majority, and laggards (Rogers, 2003). These groups are ideal because not 
all individuals realistically fall directly into one category. Depending on the past 
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experiences of an individual and the specific innovation being considered, many people 
"fit" into more than one group. 
 The specific innovation and its relevance to potential adopters, socioeconomic 
factors, communication behavior, and personality generalizations define each category 
and aid in predicting whether and when one will adopt a new idea or technology (Rogers, 
2003). In the category of mobile communication devices, for instance, Jiang's research 
identifies the behavioral aspects of younger generations that contribute to their adoption 
of innovations like the iPhone. When the iPhone announced its fourth generation phone, 
younger generations were initially drawn to the iPhone's ability to "connect individuals to 
wider social collectives," "[facilitate] the sharing of experiences [and] feelings," have a 
"unique user-interface," and act as "a 'part-time substitute'" to other electronic devices 
such as cameras and computers (Jiang, 2010, p. 36, 37). As mobile phone models 
continued to advance, however, the perceived attributes of these products that have 
become more appealing to demographics have changed. Older demographics, for 
example, are often more interested in mobile communication devices if the device offers 
perceived health facilitators, such as applications that send medical information to a 
doctor or accessibility features, like the option to buy a larger screen with bigger text (St. 
John, 2013). Depending on the kind of innovation, be it a digital communication device 
or behavioral change, different attributes could be more relevant for various adopter 
groups. 
 Adoption rate. "The rate of adoption is the relative speed with which an 
innovation is adopted by members of a social system" (Rogers, 2003, p. 37). Four 
components of diffusion (the type of innovation-decision, the channel(s) in which it is 
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communicated, the extent of communication over time, and the social system) affect an 
innovation's rate of adoption. The innovation-decision process describes how an 
innovation is introduced and ultimately adopted by members in society. This is the 
process that dictates whether or not a novel technology will be mandatory or optional 
within a social system. Mandatory innovations might include the use of a computer 
software to standardize business practices within a company, whereas an optional 
innovation might be one's use of computer software on a personal computer. The rate of 
an innovation's adoption can sometimes be increased if fewer individuals, such as one 
individual instead of a company board, are involved in this decision process (Rogers, 
2003). The consumer-focused digital technologies in the present study are considered 
voluntary innovation-adoption decisions. This might affect one's perceptions of 
technology attributes since the technology is not mandatory. 
Social Network Theory 
 After the diffusion of innovations model encouraged thinking about how 
innovations spread, Burt (1999) expanded diffusion research by suggesting that opinion 
leaders propagate the flow of ideas as a result of their being socially connected and 
gaining personal, social benefits as a result. Accurately described by Burt, "opinion 
leaders are people whose conversations make innovations contagious for the people with 
whom they speak" (Burt, 1999, p. 11). The social benefits gained result from both 
informal and formal relationships between people. In some cases, the gains can be as 
intangible as an ego boost; in other cases, the sharing of knowledge can increase one's 
worth and lead to job referrals, resulting in positive outcomes for both an employer and 
future employee (Burt, 1999). Some individuals might feel that their application of a 
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friend's knowledge shows their loyalty and respect to that friend. Social network theory 
seeks to understand "social relationships and how they help explain...[the] behavior" that 
propagates diffusion (Valente, 2008, p. 1). For example, an individual's "likelihood of 
adoption increases as the proportion of users in his or her personal network [increases]" 
(Valente, 1995, p. 101). 
 Interpersonal relationships are a key component of social network theory and the 
diffusion of innovations model (Liu, Sidhu, Beacom, & Valente, 2017). Specifically, the 
interpersonal relationships between earlier adopters (innovators, early majority, early 
adopters) and others are sometimes what influence individuals to consider adoption 
(Rogers, 2003). Social network theory evaluates these relationships between individuals. 
Longitudinal studies have shown that individuals have stronger influence on others’ 
adoption choices when part of more cohesive social subgroups (Liu, Sidhu, Beacom, & 
Valente, 2017).  
 Additionally, past research has shown how social norms, both subjective and 
descriptive, affect how individuals act in various social situations (Chung & Rimal, 2016; 
Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Manata, 2019; Park & Smith, 2007; Rimal & Lapinski, 
2015). While descriptive norms delineate "what is typical or normal" and are defined by 
"what most people do" (Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990, p. 1015), subjective norms are 
defined by one's perceptions of what "important others" think one should do (Chung & 
Rimal, 2016; Park & Smith, 2007, p. 195). While it has been shown that descriptive 
norms are more influential when an individual's actions (i.e., one's possession of a new 
device) are more visible to others, subjective norms occur when "observation or 
judgement from others" might occur as a result of one's actions (Chung & Rimal, 2016, p. 
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16). A variety of norms can be salient in one's decisions when actions have social 
consequences (Chung & Rimal, 2016; Rimal & Lapinski, 2015). Due to the likelihood of 
social influence affecting one's decisions when adoption of a technology is visible to 
others, I propose H1. 
H1: Social influence is positively correlated with one's interest in purchasing a 
specific new technology. 
Technology acceptance models 
 The technology acceptance model (TAM) and the diffusion of innovations (DOI) 
model are often applied separately as theoretical background for empirical studies 
because "of the different time-scales involved and the types of data collected in [each of 
their] use" (Ward, 2013, p. 225). While the diffusion of innovations model focuses on 
longer time-scales and the diffusion process across the whole social system for an 
innovation, acceptance models focus on technology adoption by an individual. I have 
chosen to use both models as theoretical approaches to understanding technology 
adoption since individual adoption is integral to diffusion within a social system when the 
innovation-decision is made by an individual. 
 The technology acceptance model (TAM) is the basis for many (subsequent) 
models of technology acceptance that focus on identifying perceived innovation 
characteristics that predict technology adoption for an individual. Often these models 
evaluate the adoption of information technology (Dadayan & Ferro, 2005). Tornatzky 
and Klein (1982) evaluated perceived innovation characteristics in a meta-analysis of 
seventy-five articles dealing with technology adoption, including those incorporating 
attributes from the diffusion of innovations model, to determine which attributes were 
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most consistently related to an innovation's adoption. The three perceived innovation 
attributes that they found most relevant to one's decision were relative advantage, 
compatibility, and complexity (Tornatzky & Klein, 1982). While observability or 
trialability were not shown to have many significant associations with innovation 
adoption, they are worth evaluating since the effects might vary for newer, digital, 
technologies. 
H2: An innovation perceived as having a greater degree of compatibility 
correlates with one's increased interest in purchasing a specific new technology. 
H3: An innovation perceived as having a greater degree of visibility correlates 
with one's increased interest in purchasing a specific new technology. 
H4: An innovation perceived as having a greater degree of trialability correlates 
with one's increased interest in purchasing a specific new technology. 
 Davis (1989) took the research of Tornatzky and Klein (1982) into account and 
originally delineated the key components of the technology acceptance model, which 
included measures of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Davis found that 
perceived usefulness was more highly associated with future adoption than perceived 
ease of use (Davis, 1989; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003; Ward, 2013). 
Perceived usefulness is defined as the "extent [to which an individual believes an 
innovation] will help them perform their job better" (Davis, 1989, p. 320). Perceived 
usefulness varies from relative advantage in that the latter is comparative, whereas the 
former relates only to the technology in question. The measurements for these constructs 
are similar enough that my research considers the two constructs indistinguishable for the 
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purposes of hypothesis testing; scales for the two overlap in the precise wording of four 
different items asked (Davis, 1989; Moore & Benbasat, 1991).  
 Perceived ease of use is defined by how "free of effort" using "a particular 
[innovation]" will be (Davis, 1989, p. 320) and, while slightly different, is similar to the 
construct of complexity, identified both in the diffusion of innovations model and in 
earlier technology acceptance models. While greater perceived ease of use is still related 
to greater innovation adoption rates, a certain degree of increased complexity often 
contributes to the level of "fun" that an innovation seems to have (Davis, 1989). For 
example, a game that is perceived as too easy would likely lose a viewer's interest and not 
be sustainably "fun." Intrinsic motivation is often the most powerful in determining how 
an individual perceives "fun" (Carroll & Thomas, 1988). Following from Davis’ (1989) 
results, I pose H5 and H6 about relative advantage/ perceived usefulness and perceived 
ease of use.  
H5: An innovation perceived as having a greater amount of relative advantage/ 
perceived usefulness correlates with one's increased interest in purchasing a 
specific new technology. 
H6: Digital technologies that seem easy to use are positively correlated with an 
individual's interest in purchasing a specific new technology. 
 New technologies have been shifting to accommodate individuals instead of entire 
societies and, with increased interpersonal communication due to computer-mediated 
technology, newer technologies have been re-invented for personal, instead of work-
related, use (Vannoy & Palvia, 2010). For example, technologies such as text messaging 
and file sharing have shifted from being used for industrial applications to being used 
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primarily for interpersonal communication (Vannoy & Palvia, 2010). In recent 
technologies, the user plays "an increasingly interactive and central role in issues of 
design, development, and marketing," thus creating a need for this extension of the 
original technology acceptance model (Vannoy & Palvia, 2010, p. 151). For example, 
"smart" refrigerators can be programmed to "order what you need, when you need it" and 
"smart" robots can be programmed to "navigate past obstacles, read bedtime stories, [or] 
play your favorite tunes or podcasts" (Meet LG ThinQ, 2018). The purpose of 
researching constructs that are outside of the original technology acceptance model, like 
customizability, helps "to better understand and predict adoption intentions of new media 
technology" (Baaren, Wijngaert, and Huizer, 2013, p. 85). With the recent increase in 
technological innovations that are intentionally configured to be customized by the 
product's user so that it will be more compatible with the user's situation, I have 
developed H7 with the hope that the construct of customizability can be incorporated into 
future models of technology adoption if it does, in fact, lead to increased interest in 
"smart" technology adoption. 
H7: One's opinion on customizability is positively correlated with one's interest in 
purchasing a specific new technology. 
 While an individual's perceptions of technology attributes are, no doubt, integral 
to one's purchasing decision, it is also worth considering how one's opinion of privacy 
and security risks play a role in their decision. The World Economic Forum listed four 
technological issues considered to be in the top thirty of "global risks of highest concern 
for doing business" (World Economic Forum, 2017). These technology risks include the 
possibility of cyberattacks, data fraud or theft, misuse of technologies, and critical 
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information infrastructure breakdown. In the United States, "cyberattacks," "misuse of 
technology," and "data fraud or theft" were ranked second, third, and fifth, respectively, 
within this list, emphasizing the potential impact of this on individual opinions about new 
digital, internet-connected, technologies (World Economic Forum, 2017). In 2017, 
research showed that 64% of Americans "have personally experienced a major data 
breach" and that almost half of those surveyed felt that their personal information is less 
secure than it was five years prior (Smith, 2017, para. 4). While discussing the overload 
of information with technological innovations, boyd (2017) notes how society must now 
"strategically think about how others want to manipulate our systems to do harm and 
cause chaos" (para. 28). With the increase in cybercrime and the likelihood of device 
security issues potentially affecting individuals' opinions about new technology, I have 
developed H8. 
H8: Greater privacy concerns about new technologies are negatively correlated 
with one's interest in purchasing a specific new technology. 
 This study hopes to further the understanding of general factors and attributes that 
individuals might find most influential in determining whether or not to adopt a digital, 
internet-connected, technology. To summarize, I have included Figure 1 to represent the 
relationships between constructs in my hypotheses and research questions. 
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 Participants were selected by a convenience sample from communication courses 
at a public university in the Pacific Northwest. While 133 survey responses were 
received, twelve response sets were either left blank or eliminated for ineligibility and 
five responses were eliminated for showing response set, which brought the total eligible 
participant count to 116 participants. Participants were given an informed consent form 
and, upon understanding, chose whether to complete a survey developed online in 
Qualtrics (see Appendix A). All individuals who participated received extra credit. 
Participants who were ineligible to complete the survey or who chose not to complete it 
were given an alternative opportunity for extra credit. In order to ensure that participants 
did not already own a "smart" refrigerator and that the survey measured intention to 
adopt, I asked "Have you ever purchased or owned a smart refrigerator for your personal 
use?" at the end of my survey. Data from one participant was considered ineligible and 
discarded because they already owned a "smart" refrigerator. This study procedure 
complied with all requirements for human subject research and was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board before data collection began (see Appendix B). 
 Participants included 35 men (30.2%) and 78 women (67.2%) equaling a total of 
116 participants between the ages of 19 and 49 (M = 25.7, SD = 5.4). The racial variation 
among participants included African-American (n = 11; 9.5%), Asian-American (n = 13; 
11.2%), Hispanic or Latino (n = 14; 12.1%), White (n = 68; 58.6%), or Other (n = 9; 
7.7%). 
 New technology awareness is often a precursor to technology attribute 
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consideration and adoption within most adoption models (Manning, Bearden, & Madden, 
1995). To appropriately measure innovation attribute perceptions before adoption, it is 
important not only to ask individuals about a technology that they do not yet use, but also 
important for individuals to have a general awareness of that technology. Of the 116 
participants that I surveyed, 63.8% (n = 74) were aware of "smart" refrigerators, while 
35.3% (n = 41) were not. 
Measures 
 Research on public opinion of new, digital technologies is difficult given the 
nature of the diffusion of innovations model and how different segments of the 
population will be aware of and knowledgeable about different innovations at different 
times. I presented participants with a short informational paragraph about a "smart" 
refrigerator and asked them to consider this new digital technology appliance during the 
duration of the survey.  
Want a refrigerator that will recommend recipes, create shopping lists and play 
music for your meal? A "smart" refrigerator can. Experience a refrigerator... 
which lets you create and share shopping lists between your smartphone and 
refrigerator, or check on the contents of your refrigerator, anytime, anywhere. 
Internal cameras give you real-time updates of what's in the fridge. Get step-by-
step instructions to make your favorite recipes. Get an alert when groceries are 
about to expire and order more right from your fridge. Enjoy peace of mind with a 
fridge that knows how to optimize settings so that it can be even more energy 
efficient. (adapted from Meet LG ThinQ, 2018) 
I chose “smart” refrigerators as the digital technology because of the high cost of this 
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appliance, the low possibility that my participant group will already own it, and the 
chance that my participant group will consider it in the future when making appliance 
purchases.  
 Level of knowledge (about new inventions and technologies). One's level of 
understanding about a specific new technology can vary greatly from one technology to 
the next, given the wide range of existing innovations. Past research has measured 
knowledge about innovations qualitatively by asking specifics about what participants 
know about a given technology (Miller, 2004). Since I am looking at newer, digital, 
technology, I used two sets of questions about technology that evaluated individuals' 
level of general knowledge about technology and about their specific knowledge of 
"smart" refrigerators. 
 To measure one's level of general technology knowledge, I used a scale developed 
by Hosseini and Kamal (2012). I have asked respondents to reply on a scale of 1 = 
strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. This eleven-item scale includes statements such 
as "I know how to solve my own technical problems," "I keep up with important new 
technologies," and "I have had sufficient opportunities to work with different 
technologies." These items produced a Cronbach's alpha of a = .88. 
 To measure one's level of specific technology knowledge, I used another scale 
developed by Hosseini and Kamal (2012). Also on a scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = 
strongly agree, participants were asked to respond to three items according to their 
opinions on statements such as "I could learn how to use specific software related to 
smart refrigerators." For these statements, I calculated a Cronbach's alpha of a = .82. 
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 Social influence. I asked participants to answer questions related to their social 
group by having them "think of five people in [their] social group that [they] have talked 
with the most often in the past six months," in accordance with research done by Valente 
evaluating interpersonal influence (Valente, 1997). In order to create a variable 
representing subjective norms, I combined (by multiplying) the normative support (i.e. 
"How many of these people have encouraged (or would encourage) you to use a smart 
refrigerator?") with one's motivation to comply (i.e. " How much do you care about the 
opinions of these five people regarding their opinion about new technologies?" (Ajzen, 
2013). This created a variable with a numerical value on a scale from 0 to 25, with higher 
numbers representing stronger normative support. This number represents how strongly 
the opinions and advice of one's friends affect one's decisions.  
 As a second measure of social influence, I also asked about descriptive norms by 
asking "From how many of these people have you received (or would you receive) 
technology-related advice?." I also asked participants "How many of these people own a 
smart refrigerator?." 
 Valued attributes. Participants were asked about their perception of technology 
attributes, such as relative advantage, compatibility, perceived ease of use, perceived 
usefulness, visibility, and trialability. 
 Valued attribute: Relative advantage/ usefulness. The scale for relative 
advantage was originally developed by Moore and Benbasat (1991). Responses were 
recorded on a scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree to be compatible with 
other scales in my survey. In the original scale, "PWS" stands for a "personal work 
station", which is the specific technology that had been evaluated. Since "it is believed 
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that [all of the measures] could be easily reworded by substituting the names of different 
IT innovations, though additional checks for validity and reliability would be prudent 
after rewording," for my survey, I have replaced "PWS" with "a smart refrigerator," 
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 211). Additionally, I have adjusted questions to be 
appropriate for a personal appliance that one does not yet own, such as using "in my 
home life" or "those surrounding me" instead of "at work" or "my superiors," 
respectively, and adjusting verb choice. 
 Original statements measuring relative advantage included "Using a PWS enables 
me to accomplish tasks more quickly" or "Using a PWS improves the quality of the work 
I do." In adjusting word choice to be more appropriate, I changed these statements to 
"Using a smart refrigerator would enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly" and 
"Using a smart refrigerator would improve the quality of my home life." 
 In order to evaluate how individuals perceive the usefulness of specific 
technologies in their daily lives, I have also adapted scale items from the "perceived 
usefulness" developed by Davis (1989, p. 340). All items were originally measured on a 
7-point scale of 1 = extremely likely to 7 = extremely unlikely. To remain consistent with 
other scales in my survey, I adjusted this scale to range from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = 
strongly agree. After adjusting items to be specific to "a smart refrigerator" (instead of 
"CHARTMASTER) and to "at home" (instead of "in my job; Davis, 1989, p. 331), four 
scale items for relative advantage and perceived usefulness were identical. An 
exploratory factor analysis showed that items from both scales were measuring the same 
construct. Therefore, for my analysis, I used all responses from the relative advantage 
scale, as these were asked first in my survey instrument and avoided any chance of 
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participant priming, and included the two unique questions adapted from Davis' scale 
measuring perceived usefulness: "Using a smart refrigerator would improve my 
performance at home" and "I would find a smart refrigerator useful in my life." This 
created a ten-item scale measuring a construct of relative advantage/ perceived 
usefulness, which had a Cronbach's alpha of a = .97. I aggregated all ten items into one 
measure. 
 Valued attribute: compatibility. Compatibility, like relative advantage, is one of 
the attributes that individuals often consider when choosing whether or not to purchase a 
new technology, like a "smart" refrigerator (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). The compatibility 
scale was also originally developed by Moore and Benbasat (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). 
Similarly, responses were recorded on a scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly 
agree to be compatible with other scales in my survey. As with items from Moore and 
Benbasat's (1991) scale for relative advantage, similar adjustments in word choice were 
made to make the compatibility scale appropriate for this survey. 
 An original statement measuring compatibility was "Using a PWS is compatible 
with all aspects of my work." I adjusted this statement, and others, as appropriate. For 
example, I changed the previous statement to "Using a smart refrigerator would be 
compatible with all aspects of my home life." The Cronbach's alpha that I calculated for 
compatibility is a = .93. I aggregated all four items for compatibility into one measure. 
 Valued attribute: Perceived ease of use of technology. To measure how "easy" 
individuals perceive using technology to be, I have adapted scale items for "perceived 
ease of use" developed by Davis (1989, p. 340). Similar to how I adjusted Davis' (1989) 
scale for "perceived usefulness," the original scale uses the technology "CHART-
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MASTER," which I have replaced with "a smart refrigerator." For example, "Learning to 
operate CHART-MASTER would be easy for me" has been changed to "Learning to 
operate a smart refrigerator would be easy for me." Otherwise, all scale items are 
identical. Answers were originally recorded on an interval scale from 1 = extremely likely 
to 7 = extremely unlikely. I have adjusted this scale to range from 1 = strongly disagree to 
7 = strongly agree to be better suited to each item and also consistent with my survey. 
The Cronbach's alpha for perceived ease of use is a = .93. Subsequently, I aggregated all 
six items into one measure.  
 Valued attribute: Visibility. Moore and Benbasat (1991) developed a scale for 
"Observability" that included two combined scales of "Result Demonstrability" and 
"Visibility." Despite the higher reliability of the combined scales, I decided to only use 
Moore and Benbasat's scale for "Visibility," as this seemed to better measure one's 
observation of an innovation in use. "Result Demonstrability," which appeared to 
measure how easily a technology could be demonstrated, seemed so closely tied to 
trialability that I felt its addition to the "Visibility" scale would produce responses not 
specific to one's observability of an innovation. Statements from the "Visibility" scale 
were adjusted to be specific to "smart" refrigerators and were measured on a scale of 1 = 
strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. The "Visibility" scale includes statements such as 
"I will be able to see what others do using their smart refrigerators" and "It will be easy 
for me to observe others using smart refrigerators at home appliance stores." Before 
finding the scale's reliability and then aggregating all four responses into one measure, I 
reverse coded when appropriate so that greater number responses represented greater 
agreement with each statement. The "Visibility" scale produced a Cronbach's alpha of a 
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= .60. 
 Valued attribute: Trialability. The scale that was used to measure trialability was 
developed by Benbasat and Moore (1991). Statements from this five-item scale were 
measured on a scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. The "Trialability" 
measure included statements, which I altered to be specific to "smart" refrigerators, such 
as "I will have a great deal of opportunity to try various smart refrigerators at home 
appliance stores" and "I will be able to use a smart refrigerator on a trial basis long 
enough to see what it can do." Before aggregating the five responses for trialability into a 
single measure, this scale resulted in a Cronbach's alpha of a = .78. 
 Opinion on customizability. Guilabert and Donthu (2003) developed a six-item 
scale called the "Customer Customization Sensitivity (CCS) Scale" that measures 
"whether potential customers will accept customization or not" (Blecker, Friedrich, 
Kaluza, Abdelkafi, & Kreutler, p. 24). Guilabert and Donthu (2003) recognized the 
importance of identifying a specific technology while collecting individuals' opinions 
about customizability "since different people might have varying needs for customized 
products and services" (p. 1). In adjusting this scale, I have replaced blanks with "a smart 
refrigerator," which is the specific technology that I am asking participants to consider 
throughout the majority of my survey. To make the scale more relatable to this particular 
study, I have replaced "products/ services" with "digital technology products, like a smart 
refrigerator." For example, instead of "In general, customized products/ services meet my 
needs better than standard ones," I have adjusted this item to "In general, a customized 
smart refrigerator would probably meet my needs better than a standard one." I used a 
Likert scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree to conform to other scales in 
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my survey. I computed an acceptable Cronbach's alpha of a = .80 and aggregated all six 
scale items to produce one measure for customizability. 
 Privacy concerns. A four-item scale measuring individuals' concern with privacy 
was developed by McKnight, Lankton, and Tripp (2010). Participants were asked to 
respond to statements on a scale from 1 = not at all concerned to 5 = extremely 
concerned. Items were adjusted to be specific to "smart" refrigerators and included 
statements such as "I am concerned that the information I give to my smart refrigerator 
could be misused" and "I am concerned that a person can find private information about 
me by using or hacking into my smart refrigerator.” Cronbach's alpha was measured at a 
= .93. Subsequently, all four items were aggregated into one measure. 
 Intent to purchase. Participants were asked to respond on a scale from 1 = 
strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree to two statements about their intent to purchase 
new technology, specifically "smart" refrigerators. Participants' responses to the first 
statement "I would consider purchasing a smart refrigerator for my personal use" were 
used to evaluate the relationships with technology attributes in my hypotheses. To assess 
participants' opinions when cost is not an issue, I also asked for responses to the 
statement "If I were to win a smart refrigerator, I would choose to use it." I ran post-hoc 
correlation tests with responses to the latter statement to determine if participants' 
attitudes toward technology attributes change when cost is not a factor. 
 Demographics and technology interest. Heinz (2013) adapted five items that 
evaluate interest in technology adoption. Heinz’s participants answered on a scale of 1 = 
strongly agree to 5 = strongly disagree but to maintain consistency throughout my 
survey, I have asked respondents to reply on a scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = 
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strongly agree. I have adjusted this scale to focus specifically on new technology, like 
"smart" refrigerators. For example, I have changed "I don't care to know more about new 
technology" to "I don't care to know more about new technologies, like smart 
refrigerators," I reverse coded three statements appropriately after collecting data so that 
a higher response number represented greater interest in technology adoption. Heinz 
reported a Cronbach's alpha of a = .79 for these five items (Heinz, 2013, p. 28). 
Additionally, I added an extra item asking about a participant's interest in adopting a 
"smart" refrigerator, specifically: "If cost were not an issue, I would consider purchasing 
a smart refrigerator." I calculated a Cronbach's alpha of a = .79 for these six items. All 
five items were aggregated into one measure to gauge interest in smart refrigerators, as a 
technology. 
 Additionally, the survey asked about participant demographics such as age, 
gender, and race. To understand the general socioeconomic background of participants, 
two questions were asked which have been developed by the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (Blake, Kellerson, & Simic, 2007): "How many people 
(adults and children) including yourself lived in the home in which you were raised?" and 
"How many bedrooms were in the home in which you were raised?." Upon receiving 
responses, I created a new variable that represented people per bedroom; lower numbers 
represented higher socioeconomic status. I asked participants to respond on a scale from 
1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree regarding their opinion on how well their 
parents keep up with new technologies. Additionally, participants were asked to share 
anything else that they felt was important to include regarding technology adoption. 
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Analysis 
 Data for all hypotheses were collected from a survey administered in February 
2019. All hypotheses and research questions were evaluated by using correlation tests. 
For all hypotheses, an alpha level of .05 was set a priori. After collecting data, I ran a 
multiple linear regression to determine the effect that each element of my model has on 
technology purchasing decision.  
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Chapter Four: Results 
 While about a third of the 116 eligible participants surveyed had never heard of a 
"smart" refrigerator (35.5%, n = 41), 38.0% (n = 44) of participants agreed (strongly 
agreed, agreed, or somewhat agreed) that they would purchase one (M = 6.79, SD = 
1.74). A slightly higher percentage (53%; n = 62) of participants agreed (somewhat 
agreed, agreed, strongly agreed), on average, that they were interested in new technology, 
like smart refrigerators (M = 5.05, SD = 1.01). Sometimes parental technology use 
affects one's interest in and awareness of new technologies and almost 40% (38.7%; n = 
45) of participants agreed that their parents kept up with important new technologies (M 
= 6.47, SD = 1.73). Despite this 79.4% (n = 92) of participants were interested in using a 
"smart" refrigerator if cost was not a factor (M = 8.63, SD = 1.59).  
 It appeared that one's level of general technology knowledge did correlate with 
one's intentions to adopt a new technology, while specific technology knowledge did not. 
In RQ1 and RQ2, I explored how one's level of general technology knowledge and 
specific technology knowledge, respectively, correlated with one's interest in purchasing 
new technology, represented by a "smart" refrigerator in this study. Using a Pearson's r 
correlation test for RQ1, I found that there is a statistically significant positive correlation 
between one's level of knowledge about technology in general (M = 4.94, SD = 0.93) and 
one's interest in purchasing (M = 3.79, SD = 1.74) a specific new technology, r(113) = 
.246, p = .008. However, also using a Pearson's r correlation test for RQ2, I found that 
there is not a statistically significant positive correlation between one's level of 
knowledge about a specific technology (M = 5.13, SD = 1.27) and one's interest in 
purchasing that specific new technology, r(113) = .092,  p = .33. This shows how one's 
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level of specific knowledge about technology did not statistically significantly relate to 
one's interest in purchasing a new technology, but that one's general knowledge about 
technology did. 
Attributes Mean SD 
DOI and TAM Attributes:   
Relative Advantage/ Perceived Usefulness a 4.3 1.4 
Compatibility a 4.2 1.4 
Ease of Use a 5.5 1.0 
Visibility a 3.7 0.9 
Trialability a 4.2 1.1 
Other factors:   
Technology Knowledge (General) a 4.9 0.9 
Technology Knowledge (Specific) a 5.1 1.3 
Social Influence: Subjective Norms b 2.0 3.9 
Social Influence: Descriptive Norms c 0.6 1.0 
Customizability a 4.5 1.1 
Privacy Concerns d 2.7 1.2 
a Relative advantage/ perceived usefulness, compatibility, visibility, trialability, technology knowledge 
(general and specific), and customizability theoretically range from 1-7 
b Social Influence: Subjective Norms theoretically ranges from 0-25 
c Social Influence: Descriptive Norms theoretically ranges from 0-5 
d Privacy Concerns theoretically range from 1-5 
 
Table 1. Means and standard deviations of technology attributes 
 
 Interestingly, 91.3% (n = 105) of participants said that they had at least one 
individual from whom them would receive technology-related advice. H1 evaluates 
whether or not one's exposure to technology via social influence correlates with one's 
interest in purchasing a specific technology. By using a Pearson's r correlation test 
looking at the relationship between social influence (both subjective [M = 2.00, SD = 
3.94] and descriptive norms [M = 0.58, SD = 1.04]) and one's interest in purchasing (M = 
3.79, SD = 1.74), I found that there is a statistically significant positive correlation for 
both subjective, r(112) = .309, p = .001 and descriptive norms r(112) = .328, p < .001, 
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supporting the hypothesis that one's exposure to technology through social interactions 
positively correlates with one's interest in technology purchase. As a whole, it appears 
that social interaction is a statistically correlated with one's decision to purchase new 
technology. 
 I also ran a Pearson's r correlation test for H2 to evaluate the relationship between 
one's perception of compatibility that an innovation has with one's life and one's interest 
in purchasing that specific technological innovation. I found that one's perception of an 
innovation's higher degree of compatibility with their life (M = 4.20, SD = 1.42) 
positively correlated with one's increased interest in purchasing a specific new 
technology, r(113) = .550, p < 0.001, thus supporting H2. Therefore, if an individual feels 
that an innovation fits well with their lifestyle, it is likely that they will be more willing to 
use that innovation in the future. 
 H3 predicted that one's perception of an innovation having a greater degree of 
visibility correlated with one's increased interest in purchasing a specific new technology. 
Using a Pearson's r correlation test, I found that H3 was supported. Individuals' 
perceptions of an innovation's visibility (M = 3.68, SD = 0.89) did positively correlate 
with one's interest in purchasing, r(113) = .327, p < 0.001. More simply, if individuals 
felt that an innovation was observable in their daily life, or when they sought it out, they 
would be more likely to purchase it in the future. 
 In order to evaluate whether or not one's perceived ability to try an innovation is 
correlated with one's interest in purchasing a specific technology for H4, I ran a Pearson's 
r correlation test. H4 was supported. As one's perception of an innovation's trialability (M 
= 4.19, SD = 1.10) increased, so did one's interest in purchasing a specific new 
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technology, r(113) = .260, p = .005. In other words, if individuals feel that they have 
opportunities to experiment with or try an innovation before purchasing, they will be 
more likely to consider purchasing that innovation. 
 In addition to trialability, I evaluated whether or not various attributes that an 
individual perceived of a new technology correlated with their interest in purchasing. For 
H5, I predicted that there would be a positive correlation between one's opinion of an 
innovation having higher relative advantage/ perceived usefulness and one's increased 
interest in purchasing a specific new technology. Using a Pearson's r correlation test for 
H5, I found that there is a statistically significant positive correlation between one's 
perception about an innovation's relative advantage/ perceived usefulness (M = 4.28, SD 
= 1.37) and one's interest in purchasing (M = 3.79, SD = 1.74) a specific new technology, 
r(113) = .626, p < 0.001, supporting H5. One is more likely to want to purchase a new 
technology if they feel that it would make their lifestyle more simple or effective. 
 In addition to usefulness, I wanted to know if one's perception of a technology's 
ease of use correlated with one's interest in purchasing that technology (H6). A Pearson's 
r correlation test showed that H6 was supported and that ease of use (M = 5.52, SD = 
0.96) was positively correlated with interest in purchasing a specific new technology, 
r(113) = .246, p = 0.008. Therefore, if one thinks that an innovation is easy to use, they 
are more likely to show interest in purchasing that innovative technology. 
 For H7, I explored whether one's opinion about customizability for a 
technological innovation correlated with one's interest in purchasing a specific new 
technology. H7 was supported, as I found that the greater customizability individuals felt 
that a new technology had (M = 4.54, SD = 1.11), the more interest they showed toward 
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purchasing that specific new technology, r(113) = .609, p < 0.001. 
 Additionally, I felt that it was important to find if there was a relationship 
between interest in purchasing a new technology and the privacy concerns that 
individuals had regarding technology (H8).  A Pearson's r correlation test did not show a 
significant relationship between privacy concerns (M = 2.70, SD = 1.20) and interest in 
purchasing a specific new technology, r(113) = -.09, p = 0.359, which meant that H8 was 
not supported. Individuals who were not interested in purchasing a new technology did 
not necessarily feel this way because of any concerns they might have felt about a 
technology's security. 
 
Figure 2. Results of relationships between constructs.  
 
A summary of these findings is shown in Figure 2. Additionally, correlations of each 
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 A linear regression test reveals that the combination of attributes measured in my 
research predicts one's interest in purchasing a new, "smart" technology.  
  Model 1   Model 2  
DOI and TAM 
attributes: 
𝜷 t p 𝜷 t p 
Relative advantage/ 
perceived usefulness 
.466 3.923 .000*** .249 2.053 .043* 
Compatibility .154 1.322 .189 .097 0.887 .377 
Ease of use .030 0.379 .706 -.056 -0.639 .524 
Visibility .060 0.683 .496 .018 0.218 .828 
Trialability .019 0.228 .820 .011 0.131 .896 
Other factors:       
General tech. 
knowledge 
- - - .055 0.656 .513 
Specific tech. 
knowledge 
- - - .032 0.395 .694 
Social influence: 
Subjective norms 
- - - -.363 -1.544 .126 
Social influence: 
Descriptive norms 
- - - .549 2.367 .020* 
Customizability - - - .387 3.881 .000*** 
Privacy concerns - - - .012 .169 .866 
Model F(5, 113) = 14.83, p < .001,  
R2 = .38 
F(11, 113) = 10.16, p < .001, 
R2 = .47 
* 𝑝	 ≤ 	 .05; ** 𝑝	 ≤ 	 .01; *** 𝑝	 ≤ 	 .001 
 
Table 3. Multiple linear regression predicting intention to purchase a new technology.  
 
In running this regression, one's intention to purchase was the dependent variable. In the 
first model, independent variables included one's perception of a technology's relative 
advantage/ perceived usefulness, compatibility, ease of use, visibility, and trialability. 
While evaluating intention to purchase using attributes from previous models, relative 
advantage/ perceived usefulness, compatibility, ease of use, visibility, and trialability 
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account for 38.0% of the variance.  
 The regression equation of Model 2, with the inclusion of customizability, one's 
general and specific technology knowledge, one's influence from others, and one's 
opinion about a technology's security was statistically significant, F(11, 113) = 10.164, p 
< .001, R2 = .471. The addition of these factors explains 47.1% (∆ = 9.1%) of the 
variance. While the predictors of relative advantage/ perceived usefulness, 𝛽 = .249, SE = 
.154, p = .043, social influence (specifically, descriptive norms), 𝛽 = .549, SE = .386, p = 
.020, and customizability, 𝛽 = .387, SE = .157, p < .001, were statistically significant, no 
other predictors were (see Table 3). This emphasizes the importance that social influence 
and customizability play during one's decision-making process regarding the purchasing 
of smart technology. 
Post-hoc Correlations  
 In running all hypotheses again with the independent variable of "intention to use 
if won" (M = 5.63, SD = 1.59) instead of "intention to purchase," Pearson's r correlation 
tests revealed that relative advantage/ usefulness, compatibility, ease of use, 
customizability, and privacy concerns were significantly correlated with one's "intention 
to use if won." Specifically, using a Pearson's r correlation test, I found that one's opinion 
of a "smart" technology's relative advantage/ usefulness (M = 4.28, SD = 1.37) was 
statistically significantly correlated with one's interest in using a "smart" technology if 
cost was not a factor, r(113) = .383, p < .001. Compatibility (M = 4.20, SD = 1.42) is also 
statistically significantly correlated with one's interest in using a "smart" technology if 
won, r(114) = .321, p < .001; If individuals feel that a free "smart" technology is more 
likely to fit with their lifestyle than whatever they currently use to fulfill a similar 
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purpose, they are more likely to use that new device. A Pearson's r correlation test 
showed that one's perception of a free "smart" technology's simplicity (ease of use) is 
high (M = 5.52, SD = 0.96), one is more likely to use that product, r(114) = .232, p = 
.012. Additionally, customizability (M = 4.54, SD = 1.11) was also considered strongly 
significantly correlated with one's decision to use a "smart" technology if won, r(114) = 
.398, p < .001. Interestingly, privacy concerns (M = 2.70, SD = 1.20) were negatively 
correlated with one's decision to use a new, "smart" technology if won, r(114) = -.206, p 
= .027; if individuals felt that the security surrounding a smart technology was large, they 
would be less likely to use a new technology, even if it was free. 
 Neither one's level of knowledge (general [M = 4.94, SD = 0.93], r(114) = .043, p 
= .644; specific [M = 5.13, SD = 1.27], r(114) = .023, p = .810), nor social influence 
(subjective norms [M = 2.00, SD = 3.94], r(113) = .130, p = .165; nor descriptive norms 
[M = 0.58, SD = 1.04], r(113) = .116, p = .218), nor perception of a technology's 
visibility ([M = 3.68, SD = 0.89], r(114) = .055, p = .560), nor trialability ([M = 4.19, SD 
= 1.10], r(114) = .139, p = .138) were significantly correlated with one's intention to use 
a "smart" new technology if won. 
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Chapter Five: Discussion 
 Technology adoption is a complex process involving individuals’ perceptions of 
technology attributes.  Communication about a new technology contributes to the 
formation of opinions and perceptions of these attributes. Understanding how individuals 
decide to purchase and use "smart" technologies will not only improve the design process 
for future devices but will also influence the objectives of current technology marketing 
efforts. By asking individuals about a variety of technology attributes, I have uncovered 
which attributes individuals might find important in their decisions to adopt "smart" 
devices and why that might be true.  
 I have chosen to use attributes described in both the diffusion of innovations 
model and technology acceptance models for this study, as I feel that both models have 
factors that would be worth considering while evaluating newer, internet-connected, 
technology. While the diffusion of innovations theory is considered the seminal research 
on technology adoption, technology acceptance models are commonly used to evaluate 
the adoption of information technology, which would likely encompass internet-
connected devices (Dadayan & Ferro, 2005). The diffusion of innovations model states 
that relative advantage, compatibility, observability, and trialability account for over half 
of the variance for innovation adoption (Rogers, 2003); Technology acceptance models 
explore additional factors that might account for some of the remaining variance. Many 
variations of adoption models have been developed over time and it would be difficult, if 
not impossible, to determine which models (or combination of models) would be the best 
fit for research evaluating the adoption of internet-connected devices. 
 It is worth noting how one's perception about their level of knowledge about 
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technology, in general, was statistically significantly related to their intent to purchase a 
smart refrigerator, whereas one's perception about their level of knowledge about a smart 
refrigerator was not. Individuals who feel more confident about their general technology 
knowledge might be more inclined to purchase a new device, regardless of how confident 
they are with their knowledge about that specific device. Not many individuals expressed 
awareness of smart refrigerators, so it is possible that one's level of knowledge about a 
specific technology matters more when individuals are acutely aware of that technology 
and have already formed opinions about that technology's attributes. Technology changes 
rapidly, and the types of information that individuals might know about technologies will 
shift over time. 
 While gaining knowledge about new technologies and by discussing them with 
others, a variety of attributes have been identified in past research that most strongly 
relate to one's decision to adopt. As Tornatzky and Klein (1982) found in their research, 
relative advantage and compatibility are two of the most influential attributes that one 
considers during the adoption process (Tornatzky & Klein, 1982). My research also 
shows that both of these perceived attributes (and usefulness which, in effect, was one 
and the same with relative advantage) play a strong role in one's decision to purchase 
(H5, H2); while relative advantage/ usefulness was more strongly correlated with one's 
decision to adopt, compatibility followed closely behind. In the regression model, relative 
advantage/ usefulness was shown to be significant in one's decision to purchase. 
 In Davis' (1989) research, he also found that one's perception of an innovation's 
usefulness had a significant impact on one's intention to adopt (Davis, 1989; Ward, 
2013). It is possible that individuals become aware of certain technology products 
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because of an interest in fulfilling unmet needs in one's life. For example, if an individual 
hears that a "smart" refrigerator can automatically order expired items, that individual 
might realize the utility of owning a "smart" refrigerator since it would eliminate their 
need to constantly search their refrigerator for items that have gone bad on a weekly basis 
(Meet LG ThinQ, 2018). Those who are rarely home to clean or those who have pets that 
shed might find the usefulness of a vacuuming robot higher than someone who has no 
pets or works from home, thus increasing their perception of a vacuuming robot's 
usefulness (Rae, 2019).  
 Among the attributes evaluated in my research, ease of use (H6) appeared to be 
least strongly correlated with one's decision to adopt a new technology. While Tornatzky 
and Klein (1982) found that a similar construct to an innovation's ease of use, complexity, 
was another key attribute that determined one's decision to adopt, further research by 
Davis (1989) showed that it was not as influential in one's decision. My research shows 
that, in accordance with Davis, one's perception of how easy it is to use a new technology 
is correlated, but not as strongly, with one's decision to adopt. While Davis explained that 
a certain degree of complexity is important for some innovations, I would have expected 
that, for certain "smart" technologies aimed at facilitating one's daily life, ease of use 
would have been more highly correlated with adoption than it might be for other 
innovations that lack digital components. Even so, if a technology is perceived as easy to 
use, it might be more likely to be considered for purchase. 
 One's perceived ability to try a new technology before purchasing (trialability; 
H4), while significantly correlated, was also not as strongly related (compared to other 
attributes) to one's intention to purchase a new technology. Even so, if individuals feel 
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that they have opportunities for hands-on learning about an innovation, they will be more 
likely to consider adopting that technology. In the diffusion of innovations model, Rogers 
explains how trialability lowers one's uncertainty about an innovation and, perhaps, better 
understand how it might fit into their lives (Rogers, 2003). It is possible that one's 
perception of trialability is not as strongly correlated with one's interest in adopting 
because of one's access to alternative sources of information, like written reviews and 
online video reviews, about a new technology. It is also necessary to consider the 
fluctuating importance of each attribute, including trialability, depending on the specific 
technology product being evaluated. A technology product that can be assessed based on, 
for example, software components or color (i.e. a laptop or a bookshelf), might not have 
as strong of an impact on one's necessity to try before purchasing, whereas a product 
based on tactile or aural qualities might have a greater need for trialability (i.e. the feel of 
a mattress, the sound of a washing machine). Additionally, there are likely subsets of the 
consumer population that prefer to evaluate items in-store regardless of a product's other 
attributes, thus increasing those individuals' perceptions of trialability importance. 
 One's perception of how visible (H3) an innovation is, similarly to other 
attributes, correlated with one's interest in purchasing a new technology.  If individuals 
felt that an innovation was observable in their daily life, or when they sought it out, they 
would be more likely to purchase it in the future. While not all technologies are 
observable, individuals often make judgements about those that are. Since "smart" 
refrigerators include both hardware (the tangible device) and software (the programs that 
give functionality to the device) components, it is possible that individuals are more 
inclined to purchase a "smart" refrigerator because of one's likelihood of seeing it in daily 
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life, compared with software-only technologies. Seeing an unfamiliar new technology 
would likely create uncertainty, which could lead to information seeking and knowledge 
gain (Rogers, 2003). If the communication about a new technology's attributes are 
perceived positively, it is understandable that an individual would be inclined to purchase 
it. 
 Since individuals are most likely to see "smart" refrigerators in the homes of 
friends or acquaintances, it is important to think about how individuals interact and 
communicate about new technologies. Interpersonal communication is one of the main 
channels by which individuals hear about, and are persuaded to adopt, new technologies. 
One's social system defines the structure of how these ideas are spread throughout a 
population and, when one's acquaintances and friends encourage technology adoption, 
one is more likely to do so. In general, "an individual is more likely to adopt an 
innovation if more of the other individuals in his or her personal network have adopted 
previously" and that "earlier adopters have greater knowledge of innovations than do later 
adopters" (Rogers, 2003, p. 291, 359; Valente, 1995). As with other channels, 
interpersonal communication is often dependent upon the trust and influence that 
individuals have upon each other (Rogers, 2003). Cialdini, Reno, and Kallgren note how 
there could be situations in which norms play roles but that, in general, norms only 
"motivate behavior when they are activated" (Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990, p. 1015). 
Specifically, when considering whether or not to use a smart refrigerator, it appears that 
descriptive norms are slightly more salient than subjective norms. In other words, one's 
opinion about if others were using smart refrigerators was more influential in their 
interest to use one, rather than whether or not one thought that they should be using one 
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according to their friends. This follows the predictions of the theory of normative social 
behavior (Rimal & Real, 2003). A multiple linear regression showed that descriptive 
norms play a major role in one's perception of technology and decision to purchase. My 
research emphasizes how frequently individuals receive technology-related advice from 
others and how influential this communication might be in one's future decisions. Given 
the importance of descriptive norms in one's decision to use smart refrigerators, in 
addition to the emphasis placed on social influence for technology diffusion in general, it 
is important that future operationalizations of technology acceptance models focusing on 
"smart" technologies incorporate constructs that measure descriptive norms. 
 Another novel finding in my research showed that individuals felt greater interest 
in using a new technology if they felt that it had greater customizability (H7). Past 
research has shown that greater innovation re-invention often leads to greater adoption 
rates, but little to no research has specifically looked at how the customizability of a 
digital, "smart," technology affects its rate of adoption (Rogers, 2003). In running a 
multiple linear regression, I found that customizability is one of three significant 
predictors (among relative advantage/ perceived usefulness and descriptive norms) that 
significantly influences one's decision to purchase new technology. In recent years with 
the increase of digital technology, retail technologies have found niches developing 
customizable keyboards, game controllers, and wi-fi-controlled lights, among others 
(McQuarrie, 2015). My research provides the basis for adding "customizability" as one of 
the key attributes for the adoption of new, digital technologies. Future operationalizations 
of technology acceptance models for "smart" technology should incorporate the construct 
of "customizability." 
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 Contrary to how a technology that has the option of being customizable seems to 
correlate with individuals' interest in purchasing a new technology, individuals' concerns 
about a technology's security (H8) did not seem to have an effect on one's decision to 
adopt an innovation. With the growth of internet-connected technologies and increasing 
"worries over digital dystopia," one would think that privacy concerns would be of 
utmost importance when considering adopting new technologies (Anderson & Rainie, 
2018). Despite this, more recent research by Smith (2018) has shown that 74% of all 
adults and 83% of college students think that major technology companies do "more good 
than bad" in terms of the impact on one's personal life (Smith, 2018). Additionally, it is 
estimated that 95% of cybersecurity breaches are due to human error (Cybint News, 
2018). Assuming that people think highly of technology companies or their own abilities 
to navigate security issues, perhaps individuals directly associate their opinion about 
digital technologies with the companies that create them, or the faith they have in their 
own ability to navigate a new device. This might explain why privacy concerns might not 
be as integral of a component in one's decision to adopt compared to the benefits that 
individuals see within an innovation. 
 The post-hoc correlations of one's intention to use a smart refrigerator if cost is 
not a factor in one's decision differed from my hypotheses tests in terms of elucidating 
which factors individuals find relevant for technology adoption. When cost is not a 
factor, a technology's relative advantage/ usefulness, compatibility, ease of use, 
customizability, and concerns about the privacy and security of the technology are 
statistically significantly correlated with one's intent to use. Since the individual would 
not have spent time choosing this technology, relative advantage/ usefulness and 
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compatibility would be important in one's decision to keep the technology since, most 
likely, they did not see its necessity in the first place (or else they would have purchased 
it). Since cost is not a factor in one's choice, one of the only downsides of accepting a 
free product might be the time it takes to learn how to use it, thus supporting how ease of 
use correlates with one's decision to use. Additionally, privacy concerns were negatively 
correlated with one's decision to use a free "smart" technology. Perhaps these concerns 
would be considered more of a factor because an individual might question the security 
of a free "smart" technology product, opposed to one that had been purchased; the latter 
would likely be sold from a retailer that values the vetting of products and product 
security, compared to the organizers of a giveaway raffle. On the other hand, social 
influence, visibility, and trialability are not significantly correlated with one's intention to 
use a "smart" technology product if cost is not an issue. Often, free products come with 
"low expectations" and "neutral perceptions" which might undermine the need to receive 
social feedback, see the product in action, or try before using (n.d., Powers, para. 6). 
Limitations and Future Research 
 Despite my best efforts, there are limitations to any research study. Participants 
included only undergraduate students in the Communication Department at a public, 
Northwestern, university. This particular population might have more progressive views 
about technology adoption that are not held by all technology's target markets. Participant 
lack of survey engagement and misinterpretation of questions could skew responses. 
While there are advantages and disadvantages to surveying a specific population, future 
research might expand the range of participants outside of the university environment to 
better understand how others form opinions about new, digital technologies. Focusing on 
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groups that are considered target markets for a particular product might elucidate more 
relevant attributes for those populations. Future research should seek to include a larger 
number of participants in survey research as well to increase the power of statistical tests 
discussed in this study. 
 Another limitation to this study is my survey's focus on measuring participant 
opinion using "smart refrigerators" as the representative technology. Theoretical models 
emphasize the importance of evaluating technologies that individuals are aware of, but 
have not yet adopted, and "smart refrigerators" represent only one of the current 
innovations that fulfill this objective. Using other devices that fulfill this objective might 
uncover additional attributes that individuals perceive as relevant to their adoption 
decisions.  
 Before participants answered questions about their opinion of "smart 
refrigerators," a short paragraph was presented to familiarize them with this technology. 
The paragraph that was used was promotional material for a smart refrigerator that is 
currently available (Meet LG ThinQ, 2018). It could be worth considering if there is a 
difference in responses based on the tone and content of this paragraph. Future research 
might compare opinions about perceived attributes seen in new technology depending on 
whether participants receive a promotional versus a technical explanation of a "smart" 
refrigerator’s features. 
 The scales of "specific technology knowledge," "general technology knowledge," 
(Hosseini and Kamal, 2012) and "customizability" (Guilabert & Donthu, 2003) are worth 
evaluating more in depth. The scale that measured "specific technology knowledge" 
showed no correlation with one's intention to purchase a specific technology. The 
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similarity between this scale and those representing "self-efficacy" are similar, thus 
suggesting that the construct being measured is different than what was intended 
(Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 2013). In a meta-analysis by Tornatzky and Klein (1982), the 
authors found "thirty different characteristics" that had been incorporated into past 
technology adoption studies, "[raising] serious questions about the independence of ... 
dimensions" used in this type of research (p. 33). For example, within the current 
research, the questions within the "general technology knowledge" scale seem to, 
potentially, be asking about one's experience with technology, rather than their 
knowledge about technology. Additionally, the "customizability" scale is not consistently 
specific regarding a smart refrigerator: Some questions imply that the device would be 
customized before a customer receives it, which is different than what was intended, in 
this study, by device "customizability," since the latter assumes a product can be altered 
by the consumer. Future studies could ask only one item about participant opinion of the 
specific customizable device in question, or could tailor customizability questions to a 
specific device (i.e. "If I could customize a smart refrigerator to set timers and provide 
recipes based on the contents of my fridge, I would be more likely to purchase it, 
compared to a standard [non-internet-connected] refrigerator."). Perhaps better wording 
of questions in these three scales could have clarified the original conceptualization of 
"specific technology knowledge," "general technology knowledge," and 
"customizability." 
 My research focused on evaluating the attributes within the diffusion of 
innovations model and technology acceptance models for, specifically, devices that can 
connect to the internet. Future research should evaluate the current scales for usefulness 
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and relative advantage to further explore how these can be measured as separate 
constructs. Current and past research has shown that usefulness has a significant effect on 
one's intention to adopt (Davis, 1989). Despite this, it is worth evaluating the relationship 
that one's opinion about a technology's perceived usefulness might have on one's 
inclination to search for information (increasing one's knowledge about a specific 
technology) which, in turn, would affect one's intention to adopt (Widavsky & Dake, 
1990; Miller, 2004). Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, and Davis (2003) found that ease of use, 
as included in early technology adoption models, was not as important in determining 
one's intention to adopt. In my research, I found that it was still important. Perhaps 
evaluating ease of use with technologies that can connect to the internet elicit different 
opinions about attributes compared to technologies that cannot. Future research should 
focus on evaluating various internet-connected devices (and non-internet devices) to 
evaluate how the type of technology effects attribute importance.    
 Future research could determine why privacy concerns are not as significant in 
one's decision to purchase innovations, even when individuals are aware of potential 
security hazards. Individuals appeared to not be too worried about privacy concerns in 
relation to smart refrigerators, but perhaps other "smart" technologies would elicit 
varying degrees of security concerns. On the contrary, privacy concerns were significant 
in one's decision to use if a "smart" technology was given away for free. Does having 
greater interest in a product decrease one's interest in evaluating cybersecurity issues? If 
"roughly half of Americans think their personal data are less secure (now) compared with 
five years ago" (Smith, 2017, para. 11), this could lead to apathy when deciding to adopt 
new technologies. It would be interesting to evaluate how privacy and security concerns 
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change over time as cybercrime stories regarding new, digital, technology fluctuate in the 
media. 
Conclusions 
 Research about new, digital, technologies is growing rapidly. With the ubiquitous 
introduction of devices that can connect to the internet, future research should continue to 
evaluate attributes that influence technology adoption. The diffusion of innovations 
model, technology acceptance models, and social network theory appear to provide a 
substantial basis for understanding how technology is adopted. It could be beneficial to 
further test and use my set of combined scales (which incorporate constructs from each of 
these models) to better predict technology acceptance for upcoming "smart" devices. 
 One of the most influential aspects of my research is that customizability and 
social influence (specifically, descriptive norms) appear to be highly correlated with one's 
intention to use a new, "smart" technology, whether an individual intends to purchase it 
or has won it. Future studies should extend extant technology acceptance models and add 
customizability and social influence (specifically, descriptive norms) as attributes for 
considering "smart" technology adoption. Operationalizations of technology acceptance 
models and diffusion of innovations models that are attempting to gauge acceptance of a 
"smart" technology should be sure to include scales for customizability and descriptive 
norms. These two attributes account for a significant amount of variance and should not 
be ignored. 
 This study builds upon the diffusion of innovations model and extends technology 
acceptance models to include the construct of customizability for internet-connected 
devices. In examining participant opinion toward new technologies, I found that one's 
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perception of a technology's relative advantage, compatibility with one's lifestyle, 
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, visibility, and trialability, are all primarily 
components of one's decision-making process. I found that it is worth considering the 
role that one's social interactions play in this process and, for devices that connect to the 
internet, it is important to consider one's concerns surrounding privacy and security. 
 The current research has contributed to expanding the framework for technology 
adoption criteria that can be used within marketing strategy for internet-connected 
devices. By understanding how frequently individuals receive technology advice from 
others, marketing strategists might shift toward or continue using influencers more 
frequently in order to reach certain target markets; additional attributes, like 
customizability, should be considered (in addition to those in extant technology 
acceptance models) while conducting market research and developing marketing 
strategies. While future research is necessary to achieve a more specific understanding of 
technology marketing for various types of innovations, my research can improve the 
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Appendix A: Survey Instrument 
Thesis Survey: Technology Adoption 
 
Start of Block: Informed Consent 
 
Informed Consent Form 
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Laura Glass under the 
direction of Dr. Frank. This study attempts to collect information about your opinions on 
new technologies. You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you 
are enrolled as an undergraduate in a communication course.       
        
Procedures 
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to complete the following 
questionnaire.  The questionnaire will take approximately 20 minutes or less.      
           
 
Risks/Discomforts 
Risks are minimal for involvement in this study. You are welcome to skip any questions 
that you feel uncomfortable answering. 
 
Benefits 
You may not receive any direct benefit from taking part in this study. However, it is 
hoped that through your participation, the study may help to increase knowledge which 
may help others in the future.        
 
Confidentiality 
All information that is obtained in connection with this study will be kept confidential 
and will only be reported in an aggregate format (by reporting only combined results and 
never reporting individual ones). All questionnaires will be concealed, and no one other 




You may earn academic extra credit for your participation. Follow the directions at the 
end of the survey to print and turn your survey completion form in to the pink drop box in 
the Communication Department offices, UCB 440. Your form will not be linked to your 
survey responses.  Your name is collected only so that your professor may give you extra 
credit for your class project.                 
 
Participation 
Participation in this research study is completely voluntary. You have the right to 
withdraw at any time or refuse to participate entirely, and it will not affect your course 
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grade in the class or standing with the university. If you wish to receive extra credit but 
do not wish to complete the survey, contact the researcher for an alternative extra credit 
opportunity.                
 
Questions about the Research 
If you have questions or concerns regarding this study, contact Laura Glass at 
lglass@pdx.edu or Dr. Frank at lfrank@pdx.edu.                 
 
Questions about your Rights as Research Participants 
If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, please contact 
the PSU Office of Research Integrity, Market Center Building 6th floor, Portland State 
University, 503-725-5484.  
 
By completing this survey, you are certifying that you are 18 years of age or older, that 
you have read and understand the above information and agree to take part in the survey.  
Press the "Print" button below to keep a copy of this form for your own records. 
 




End of Block: Informed Consent 
 















 1 (1) 
 
Disagree 














 5 (5) 
 
Agree 




 7 (7) 
I know how 





o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I can learn 
technology 
easily. (2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  












o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I know about 




o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I have the 
technical 




o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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I have had 
sufficient 
opportunities 




o  o  o  o  o  o  o  





results. (8)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  








world. (9)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

























Have you heard of a "smart" refrigerator? 
o Yes  (1)  
o No  (2)  
 
End of Block: Technology Knowledge/ Have you heard of a smart refrigerator 
 
Start of Block: Smart Refrigerator description (LG ThinQ) 
 
Timing Timing 
First Click  (1) 
Last Click  (2) 
Page Submit  (3) 




SR Description  
You will be asked questions about the following paragraph. Please read it carefully. 
 
Want a refrigerator that will recommend recipes, create shopping lists and play music for 
your meal? A "smart" refrigerator can. Experience a refrigerator which lets you create 
and share shopping lists between your smartphone and refrigerator, or check on the 
contents of your refrigerator, anytime, anywhere. Internal cameras give you real-time 
updates of what's in the refrigerator. Get step-by-step instructions to make your favorite 
recipes. Get an alert when groceries are about to expire and order more right from your 
refrigerator. Enjoy peace of mind with a refrigerator that knows how to optimize settings 
so that it can be even more energy efficient. 
 
End of Block: Smart Refrigerator description (LG ThinQ) 
 
Start of Block: Technology content knowledge/ Tech. Attributes: Ease of Use 
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 1 (1) 
 
Disagree 














 5 (5) 
 
Agree 




 7 (7) 
I know about 
technologies 





work. (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I could learn 







o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I can find and 
evaluate the 
resources that 
I need in 













































 7 (7) 
Learning to 
operate a smart 
refrigerator 
would be easy 
for me. (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I would find it 
easy to get a 
smart 
refrigerator to 
do what I want 
it to do. (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
My interaction 
with a smart 
refrigerator 
would be clear 
and 
understandable
. (3)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I would find a 
smart 
refrigerator to 
be flexible to 
interact with. 
(4)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
It would be 
easy for me to 
become skillful 
at using a 
smart 
refrigerator. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I would find a 
smart 
refrigerator 
easy to use. (6)  




End of Block: Technology content knowledge/ Tech. Attributes: Ease of Use 
 
















 1 (1) 
 
Disagree 














 5 (5) 
 
Agree 













subject. (1)  







would be (is) 
boring. (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  












would be (is) 
fun to use. (4)  







is a waste of 
time. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
If cost were 







o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Interest Level in Adopting a New Technology 
 

















 1 (1) 
 
Disagree 














 5 (5) 
Agree 











































my life at 
home. (4)  






r to be 
advantage
ous at 
home. (5)  









home. (6)  



















ty. (8)  








e with all 
aspects of 
my home 
life. (9)  



















































 1 (1) 
 
Disagre

















 5 (5) 
 
Agree 




 7 (7) 
I will be able to 
see what others 
do using their 
smart 
refrigerator. (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
In my social 
group, I will see 
others using 
smart 
refrigerators. (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Smart 
refrigerators 
will not be very 
visible in home 
appliance 
stores. (3)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
It will be easy 





stores. (4)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I will have a 






stores. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I know where I 




refrigerators. (6)  




be available to 
me to 
adequately test 
out its various 
uses. (7)  






will be able to 
properly try it 
out. (8)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I will be able to 
use a smart 
refrigerator on a 
trial basis long 
enough to see 
what it can do. 
(9)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Attributes: Relative Advantage/ Compatibility (of technology)/ Observ/ Trial 
 



















 1 (1) 
 
Disagree 














 5 (5) 
 
Agree 













quickly. (1)  







at home. (2)  
















at home. (4)  






it easier to 
function at 
home. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I would find 
a smart 
refrigerator 
useful in my 
life. (6)  







y Please select 






































 7 (7) 





meet my needs 
better than a 
standard one. 
(1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  







that could be 
easily 
customized to 
my taste. (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I believe there 









o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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one. (4)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  




of a digital 
technology 
product, like a 
smart 
refrigerator, I'd 
go with the 
previous 
version I have 
instead. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
If I have a 




products. (6)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Attributes: Perceived usefulness (of technology)/ Customizability 
 
Start of Block: Social influence/ Motivation to comply 
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Social Influence While answering the following questions, please think of five people in 
your social group that you have talked with the most often in the past six months. 
  
From how many of these people have you 
received (or would you receive) technology-
related advice? (1)  
▼ 0 (0) ... 5 (5) 
How many of these people own a smart 
refrigerator? (2)  ▼ 0 (0) ... 5 (5) 
How many of these people have encouraged 
(or would encourage) you to use a smart 
refrigerator? (3)  























 4 (4) 
 
Not at all 
important 
 5 (5) 
How much do you 
care about the 
opinions of these five 
people regarding 
their opinion about 
new technologies? 
(1)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Social influence/ Motivation to comply 
 
Start of Block: Privacy concern 
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Not at all 
concerned 

























misused. (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  
I am 
concerned 




















might do with 
it. (3)  







into my smart 
refrigerator 
because it 
could be used 
in a way I did 
not foresee. 
(4)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Privacy concern 
 
Start of Block: Have purchased/ some demographic questions 
 
Have Purchased Have you ever purchased or owned a smart refrigerator for your personal 
use? 
o Yes  (1)  











 1 (1) 
 
Disagree 














 5 (5) 
 
Agree 
 6 (6) 
Strongly 
agree 








use. (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
If I were to 




use it. (2)  








o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Have purchased/ some demographic questions 
 
Start of Block: Demographics 
 
 
Born What year were you born? 





SES Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
 # (2) 
How many people (adults and children) 
including yourself lived in the home in which 
you were raised? (1)  
 
How many bedrooms were in the home in 







Gender What is your preferred gender identity? 
o Male  (1)  
o Female  (2)  





Race With which race do you identify? 
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